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Abstract 
The authors evaluated possible morphological changes of basement membrane (BM) and lamina propria (LP) of seminferous tubule wall (ST) 
related to ageing. Surgical samples of testicular tissue from 28 cases with orchiectomy for prostate adenocarcinoma were processed for light 
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination. Seven age groups (AgGr) between 50 and 80 years were designed. 
Tissue samples were immunomarked for collagen IV and smooth muscle actin. Images were acquired and measured with a specialized 
software. Thirty ST were randomly selected, with ×40-objective, for each case. Five random determinations for each ST and each 
parameter were performed. Mean values/tubule, case and AgGr were calculated for each parameter. Regression line (RL), slope and 
significance test for slope were determined for each parameter correlation with ageing. BM mean value was around 0.5 µm, with narrow 
limits of ranging in AgGr but more extended individual limits. RL showed discrete decreasing trend with ageing but without an obvious 
statistical correlation. LP mean value was around 6 µm, also with narrow limits of ranging in AgGr and more extended individual limits. 
RL decreased discretely with ageing but without an obvious statistical correlation. TEM showed more prominent BM material and more 
collagen fibers and less fibroblasts in LP of older AgGr and higher fibroblasts density in LP of younger AgGr. Our results showed that BM 
thickness is apparently decreasing with ageing whereas LP presents extremely variable degenerative changes, with a “mosaic”, focal 
distribution and no tendency to advance with ageing. 
Keywords: testis, ageing, seminiferous tubule, ultrastructure. 

 Introduction 

The seminiferous tubule (ST) wall is described  
by some authors as being formed of two distinct 
concentrical layers: basal membrane (BM) and LP [1]. 
However, others consider that BM is a component of the 
LP, being its most inner layer, in apposition with the 
seminal epithelium [2, 3]. 

BM is in direct contact with the seminiferous 
epithelium and contains laminin and collagen type I and 
IV, synthesized by Sertoli cells [3]. LP consists of three 
concentric zones [4]. The middle and external ones have 
a total of three to seven layers of oblonged flattened 
secreting peritubular cells [5]. The inner zone (lamina 
interna) is adjacent to the BM of the seminiferous 
epithelium and is thick, containing large amounts of 
collagen with lamelar disposition [4]. The middle zone 
(myoid layer) consists of the first three to five 
incomplete layers of modified smooth muscle cells 
called myoid cells or myofibroblasts. These cells reside 
in the extracellular matrix among the fibrillary lamellar 

structures which, in the normal testis, are made of both 
collagen and laminin [1, 2, 4, 6, 7]. Myofibroblasts 
contain numerous actin, myosin and desmin filaments 
[8, 9]. In contrast to tubules, which underwent sclerosis, 
they show an intense positive reaction for actin and 
desmin but only focal positive reaction for vimentin [10, 
11]. The outer zone, a real adventicial collar, consists of 
the last two cell layers made of fibroblasts and 
fibrocytes containing characteristic collagen, elastin and 
vimentin cytoskeletal filaments [4, 9, 12]. 

The literature provides only a few studies concer-
ning the thickness of the LP and only in adults, with a 
wide range of variation. Thus, Landon and Pryor (1981) 
found values over 5–7 µm within a narrow variation 
interval. On the other hand, Trainer (1997), taking into 
consideration the BM, found that the thickness of the 
two layers varied between 0.3 and 6 µm. The literature 
also provides only a few studies concerning the changes 
of the LP in elders focused only on the qualitative 
assessment of the LP in general. Thus, these changes 
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would consist of the progressive thickening of the LP 
simultaneous with tubule involution [14, 15]. Moreover, 
the thickening of the LP with age is considered to  
be rather relative as it depends on the ST decrease  
in length and diameter and represents the result of  
the uneven reduction in volume of the seminiferous 
epithelium [14–17]. 

The aim of the study was to make a preliminary 
evaluation of possible correlations between ageing  
and morphologic changes in seminiferous tubules wall 
sheets, i.e. basement membrane (BM) and lamina 
propria (LP) by qualitative and quantitative assessment 
of their structure and thickness. 

 Materials and Methods 

For the morphometrical evaluation of the LP 
thickness the study used the definitions for LP of Nistal 
and Paniagua (1997) and Gülkesen (2002), thus the 
measurements were performed starting from the base of 
the seminal epithelium including the BM. 

The studied material consisted of testicular tissue 
samples from 28 cases with orchiectomy for prostate 
adenocarcinoma, admitted in the Emergency County 
Hospital of Craiova. 

The surgical samples of testicular tissue were processed 
for light microscopy and transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) examination. Seven age groups (AgGr) 
between 50 and 80 years were designed as follows: 

▪ Group 1: 50–54 years; 
▪ Group 2: 55–59 years; 
▪ Group 3: 60–64 years; 
▪ Group 4: 65–69 years; 
▪ Group 5: 70–74 years; 
▪ Group 6: 75–79 years; 
▪ Group 7: >80 years. 
Tissue samples were processed by the classical 

histological technique and stained, on serial slides, with 
Hematoxylin–Eosin, Goldner trichrome and immuno-
marked for smooth muscle actin (SMA) and collagen IV 
(CIV). 

The processing of the testicular tissue samples 
surgically removed from the patients with an indication 
for surgical castration for prostate adenocarcinoma 
(ADKP) was performed in accordance with the classical 
technique for electron microscopy. 

After sampling in the surgery room, the samples 
were fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in sodium cacodylate 
buffer (pH 7.3), for several hours, up to 24 hours. 

After an overnight washing in several baths with the 
same buffer, the next day we performed post-fixation 
for 60 minutes in 1% osmic acid buffered solution. 

After soaking, the 1 mm3 fragments were again 
washed in buffer and dehydrated in a graded series of 
alcohol dilutions, up to 100%. 

This step was followed by inclusion of samples in 
epoxy resin (Epon). The transition from one stage to 
another was made through several baths with propylene 
oxide. 

Resin impregnation was carried out using gradual 
mixtures of Epon resin (DDSA + MNA + DMP30) with 

propylene oxide in a ratio of 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, 3/1 (over-
night) and then pure mixture. 

Finally, the fragments were included in the Epon 
mixture, being placed in special plastic capsules. 
Polymerization was performed in thermostat at 600C for 
24–48 hours. 

The blocks were sectioned using an ultramicrotome 
in order to obtain, at first, semi-thin sections, 1 µm 
thick. 

These sections were taken in groups of 4–5 in 
histological slides and glued by heating at about 1000C. 

After cooling, the sections were stained with 
Toluidine Blue alkaline solution and differentiated with 
acetone. Ultrathin sections were contrasted with uranyl 
acetate and Reynold solution and examined using a 
Morgagni transmission electron microscope at 60 kV. 

Table 1 – Antibodies used in this study 
Antibody Manufacturer Dilution 

Anti-Smooth Muscle Actin, 
Clone 1A4 

DAKO 
Code M085101 1:50 

Anti-Collagen IV,  
Clone CIV 22 

DAKO 
Code Mo785 1:50 

The histopathological aspects were selected using a 
Olympus CX31 microscope with the ×4 eye piece and 
the ×4, ×10, ×20 and ×40 Plan Apo objectives. 

The most significant images were acquired using an 
Olympus ColorView II digital camera and the AnalySIS 
Pro software. 

The microscopic images were also analyzed using 
the AnalySIS Pro software. 

The morphometric evaluation of the percentage 
occupied by the stromal component of the intralobular 
testicular parenchyma was accomplished using the 
AnalySIS Pro software. 

The assessed parameters were: 
▪ BM thickness (BM-Th); 
▪ LP thickness (LP-Th); 
▪ Fibro-hyaline “collar” thickness (F-Hy “C”-Th). 

Evaluation of the tubular basement 
membrane 

The dimensions of the basement membrane were 
evaluated on samples immunomarked for collagen IV. 

For each case, 30 tubules were randomly selected 
and photographed using the ×40 objective. 

The algorithm for evaluating the basement 
membrane thickness was as follows: 

For each tubule, five random measurements were 
performed and were assigned g1 CIV, g2 CIV, …, g5 
CIV. 

The mean thickness/tubule was calculated using the 
formula: 

(g1 CIV + g2 CIV + g3 CIV +g4 CIV + g5 CIV) 
5 

And the values were assigned the following 
symbols: G1 CIV, ..., G30 CIV. 

The mean thickness per case was calculated using 
the formula: 

(G1 CIV + G2 CIV + ... + G30 CIV) 
30 

And the values were assigned the following symbols 
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for each case: GM1 CIV, ..., GMn CIV, “n” being the 
number of the last case from each age group. 

The mean thickness for each age group was 
calculated using the formula: 

(GM1 CIV + GM2 CIV + ... + GMn CIV) 
n 

and the values were assigned the following symbols: 
GM 01 CIV, ..., GM07 CIV. 

Evaluation of the lamina propria thickness 

The evaluation of the lamina propria thickness was 
performed on three sets of serial sections: 

▪ the first one was immunomarked for collagen IV, 
▪ the second one was stained with Goldner trichrome, 
▪ and the third one was immunomarked with anti-

smooth muscle actin antibody. 
For each case, 30 tubes were randomly selected and 

photographed using the ×40-objective of the micro-
scope. The images were acquired directly into the 
computer after prior calibration of the measuring 
module of the image analysis software used for the ×40-
objective. 

The algorithm for evaluating the lamina propria 
thickness was as follows: 

For each tubule, five random measurements were 
performed and were assigned g1, g2, …, g5. 

The mean thickness/tubule was calculated using the 
formula: 

(g1 + g2 + g3 +g4 + g5) 
5 

and the values were assigned the following symbols: 
G1, G2, G3, ..., G30. 

The mean thickness per case was calculated using 
the formula: 

(G1 + G2 + G3 + ... + G30) 
30 

and the values were assigned the following symbols 
for each case: GM1, GM2, ..., GMn, “n” being the 
number of the last case from each age group. 

The mean thickness for each age group was 
calculated using the formula: 

(GM1 + GM2 + ... + GMn) 
n 

and the values were assigned the following symbols: 
GM 01, GM 02, ..., GM07. 

Evaluation of the fibro-hyaline “collar” 
thickness (F-Hy “C”) 

The measurements for the fibro-hyaline “collar” 
were performed in the same tubules where the LP 
thickness was also measured. 

The algorithm for evaluating the fibro-hyaline 
“collar” thickness was as follows: 

For each tubule, five random measurements were 
performed and were assigned g1, g2, …, g5. 

The mean thickness/tubule was calculated using the 
formula: 

(g1 + g2 + g3 +g4 + g5) 
5 

and the values were assigned the following symbols: 
G1, G2, G3, ..., G30. 

The mean thickness per case was calculated using 
the formula: 

(G1 + G2 + G3 + ... + G30) 
30 

and the values were assigned the following symbols 
for each case: GM1, GM2, ..., GMn, “n” being the 
number of the last case from each age group. 

The mean thickness for each age group was 
calculated using the formula: 

(GM1 + GM2 + ... + GMn) 
n 

and the values were assigned the following symbols: 
GM 01, GM 02, ..., GM07. 

Processing and interpretation of the results 

Data on the morphological and clinical parameters 
measured were managed using computer database tables 
in the Microsoft Access module from the Microsoft 
Office 2003 professional software package. Processing 
of the data derived from measurements was performed 
using the Microsoft Excel module from the same 
software package. 

In order to establish the existence of an evolutionary 
trend with age of the morphological parameters 
evaluated, the regression line for each parameter was 
calculated. For all assessments, the independent 
variable was the “age group”, and each parameter 
represented the dependent variable. 

To assess the evolutionary trend of each of the 
dependent variables, for each regression line the slope 
(“m”) vas calculated. 

The significance test for slope was also established 
in order to assess the significance of the evolution of 
each parameter. The evolutionary trend correlated with 
age was considered to be significant if the test value 
(“p”) was <0.05. 

Graphs were made using the Microsoft Graph 2003 
and Microsoft Excel modules from the Microsoft Office 
2003 Professional software package. 

 Results 

Basement membrane 
The evaluation of the basement membrane thickness 

on slides stained with anti-collagen IV antibody showed 
significant variations both of the tubular determinations 
as well as of the mean value calculated for each case. 

Thus, the age group mean values range was 0.49–
0.68 µm, the individual mean values range was 0.43–
1.06 µm, and the mean value was 0.61 µm. 

The minimum thickness was encountered in Group 7 
while the maximum in Group 5 (Figure 1). 

The value for slope was m BMMT-CIV = -0.012 
(Figure 2). 

The significance of the evolution of BMMT-CIV in 
correlation with age was assessed after applying the 
significance test for slope, denoted by “p BM MT-CIV”. 
The value was p=0.309. 

Lamina propria 

In this study, the first finding resulted from the 
analysis of primary data was, as in the case of the 
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basement membrane, the existence of a very wide range 
of variation of both individual tubes and average value 
per case. 

Changes in mean values per case for LP thickness in 
the entire group as well as each age group fall within 
tighter limits, around 2 µm up to 75 years but still up to 
3.6–5.56 µm over this age. 

Thus, the mean value was 6 µm, with an age group 
mean value range between 3.99 µm and 7.81 µm and an 
individual mean value range between 3.3 µm and 
9.37 µm. The minimum thickness was encountered in 
Group 1 while the maximum in Group 6 (Figure 3). 

The slope value was m LPMT = -0.03 (Figure 4), 
meaning that LPMT showed an overall discrete but real 
decreasing trend with age. 

 

 
Figure 1 – The minimum, and the maximum mean 
values for the BM thickness in the study group. 

 
Figure 2 – Regression line for mean values of BM 
thickness. 

 

 
Figure 3 – The minimum, and the maximum mean 
values for the LP thickness in the study group. 

 
Figure 4 – Regression line for LP thickness mean 
values. 

The significance for the evolution trend in case of 
LPMT values was assessed after applying the 
significance test for slope, denoted by “p LPMT”.  
The value was “p LPMT”=0.875, thus showing that, 
statistically, the reduction of the size of LP is not 
significantly correlated with age. 

Fibro-hyaline “collar” 

Using the morphological investigation algorithm 
with four serial sections, which underwent the same 
procedures for highlighting different structural elements 
within the LP, allowed the observation of an interesting 
phenomenon. 

The inner layer of the LP, in apposition with the 
tubular BM, typically formed by a loose reticular 
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collagen network, often showed areas of focal 
densification of collagen fibers within the tubule wall. 
In many cases, the compacted collagen fibers were the 
site of a degeneration process with loss of fibrillar 
identity and transformation into an amorphous hyaline 
mass. 

These fibrillar densifications and hyaline deposits 
had variable thickness and, sometimes, they spread to 
the entire circumference of the seminiferous tube. 

The phenomenon was either not present in all  
tubes, or it was present but with extremely different 
extension regarding the thickness and the circumference 
(Figure 5). 

As in the case of the BM and LP, the mean values 
per tube, case and age group for this alternative laminar 
change within the thickness of the LP just below the 
BM of the seminal epithelium were determined. 

Thus, the F-HC had a mean value of 1.99 µm. The 
age group mean values range was 0.14–3.34 µm and the 

individual mean values range was 0–5 µm. The mini-
mum thickness was 0 and was encountered in Groups 1, 
3, 5, 6 while the maximum in Group 4 (Figure 6). 

The slope value was m=-0.05 (Figure 7), meaning 
that F-HC MT showed, in fact, an overall discrete but 
real decreasing trend with age. 

The significance for the evolution trend in case of F-
HC MT values was assessed after applying the 
significance test for slope, denoted by “p F-HC MT”. 

The value was “p F-HC MT”=0.73. 
TEM showed a higher fibroblast density in LP of 

younger AgGr, more prominent BM material and more 
collagen fibers and less fibroblasts in LP of older AgGr. 
TEM confirmed the existence of fibro-hyaline “collar” 
(Figure 8). 

The percentage occupied by F-Hy”C” in PT had a 
mean value around 30%, RL showed a mild decreasing 
trend with ageing (m=-0.0022) but without an obvious 
statistical correlation (SC) (p=0.905) (Figures 9 and 10). 

 

 
Figure 5 – Distribution of hyaline deposits (ob. 40×). 

 
Figure 6 – The minimum, and the maximum mean values for the F-Hy “C” thickness in the study group. 

Figure 7 – Regression line for F-Hy “C” thickness mean 
values. 
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Figure 8 – Confirmation of the presence of the fibro-hyaline “collar” by TEM. 

Figure 9 – Distribution of mean values of tubular wall 
layers thicknesses depending on age. 

Figure 10 – Distribution of mean values of tubular 
wall layers percentages depending on age. 

 
 Discussion 

The cellular compartment responsible for the 
production of male gametes is organized into loop-
shaped tubular structures, highly convoluted, called 
seminiferous tubes. In each testis, there are about  
500 such tubes, representing on average 66% of the 
testicular volume. These tubes are grouped in variable 
numbers (between 1 and 4) in pyramidal spaces 
bounded by connective tissue septa called testicular 
lobules, which are surrounded by the stroma rich in cells 
and vascular structures [18–20]. The fundamental 
component of the tubular wall is the seminal epithelium, 
composed of germ line cells, which are mechanically 
and trophically sustained by the Sertoli cells. This 
epithelial complex is supported by a basement 
membrane that is reinforced on the outside by a 
complex multilayered structure composed of collagen 
fibers, myoepithelial cells with many ultrastructural 
features characteristic of smooth muscle cells, fibro-
blasts and blood capillaries, called tunica or lamina 
propria [18–20]. 

Basement membrane 
References to any morphological changes of the 

basement membrane during testicular ageing are also 
rare and contradictory. Thus, while some studies 
mention an increase in size of the basement membrane 
as something commonly seen with advancing age, 
others do not indicate significant changes in senescence 
[21–25]. Scarce data from the literature and the 
contradictory statements related to the changes of the 
basement membrane were the basis for our trial to 
objectively assess the thickness of the basement 

membrane using measurement software on digitized 
microscopic images. 

Until the development of immunomarking techniques 
using specific antibodies, epithelial basement membranes 
were highlighted by fixing the silver salts on the  
so-called reticulin fibers, a type of collagen fibers, 
which, with the exception of basement membranes, 
show a network-like arrangement pattern. However, the 
immunohistochemical techniques revealed that there is a 
great variety of antigenic types of collagen fibers some 
of which are specific for certain supporting structures. 
Thus, it was observed that the predominant fibrillary 
element in basement membranes if type IV collagen 
which cannot be found in reticular fibrillary structures. 

It can be seen that the average thickness of the BM 
determined on slides immunomarker for collagen IV has 
a very discrete, but oscillating downward trend with 
advancing age. 

The variation interval for the thickness evaluated in 
the tubes was almost constant, namely 0.3 µm, with the 
exception of the 71–74 years age group in which the 
value was 0.51 µm. 

Regarding the highest mean values per case for each 
age group, the variation limits for the mean values per 
case were narrower than those recorded for the tubes. 
The same widening trend for the limits in Groups 3 to 5 
could also be seen, signifying possible focal thickenings 
o f the basement membrane with age, but with variable 
extension and intensity. 

Concerning the mean BM thickness determined in 
sections immunomarked with anti-collagen IV anti-
bodies in all the cases the value determined was 
p=0.309, thus showing that, statistically, the reduction 
of the BM size is not significantly correlated with age. 
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However, this result can be justified by the low number 
of cases and their distribution according to the indepen-
dent variable. 

Lamina propria 
As in the case of the basement membrane, there are 

only a few studies that were focused on the systematic 
evaluation of the LP changes during the ageing process. 
Therefore, another objective of the present study was  
to assess the LP thickness using the same measuring 
software on digitized microscopic images and the 
attempt to establish possible correlations with age. 

The seminiferous tubule BM is surrounded on the 
outside by a lamina made up of cells (fibroblasts and 
modified smooth muscle cells called myofibroblasts or 
myoid cells), fibrillary structures (collagen and elastic 
fibers), extracellular matrix and a particular type of 
capillaries. All these constituents are arranged in a 
variable number of layers that can be separated into two 
areas: the internal and external area. The internal area 
contains only collagen fibers, which are reticular-type 
fibers identifiable by argentic impregnation. The 
external area is composed of a number of incomplete 
layers made up from the elements listed above. Some 
authors call this outer layer “lamina propria” and 
consider it a morphological entity distinct from the BM 
[1]. However, other authors include the LP in the BM, 
considering it its innermost layer, in apposition with the 
seminal epithelium [2, 3]. This last concept was used in 
this study in order to determine the thickness of the LP; 
thus, the measurements started from the base of the 
seminal epithelium and included the BM. 

The literature mentions very few studies regarding 
the size of the LP, which include assessments performed 
in adults, with a very wide variation range. Thus, 
Trainer, taking into consideration the BM, mentions 
values for the thickness of the two layers varying 
between 0.3 and 6 µm [1]. On the other hand,  
Landon GV and Pryor JP mention a narrower variation 
range but with higher values, namely 5–7 µm [13].  
The changes of LP are also rarely mentioned in studies 
regarding the testicular parenchyma and include only 
general qualitative assessments. 

Thus, these changes would be represented by the 
gradual thickening of the lamina propria, an alteration 
that is considered to be parallel to tubular involution 
[14, 15]. Moreover, it is considered that LP thickening 
with age is a relative process, depending on the length 
and diameter decrease of the seminiferous tubules, and 
being actually the result of the disproportionate 
reduction in the volume of the seminiferous epithelium 
[14–16, 18]. 

The variation limits for individual determinations in 
the tubes and the whole batch varied widely, from  
3.3 µm in Group 1 to 9.5 µm in Group 6. However, the 
variation limits for tubes in the same age group were 
narrower. Except values in Groups 1 and 4, they were 
between 3.8 and 5.6 µm. It can be seen that the average 
thickness of the LP in the elderly oscillated (except  
the values recorded for the only case in Group 1) around  
6 µm, with a variation interval between 5.21 and  
7.81 µm, having a slight downward trend with advancing 

age. The values do not differ greatly from those cited in 
the literature, which, however were determined in adults 
and not the elderly. 

Variations of mean values for LP thickness per case 
for the whole batch as well as for each age group fall 
within tighter limits, around 2 µm up to 75-year-old and 
3.6–5.56 µm after this age, with their evolution curves 
resembling more closely that of the averages for age 
group. 

The significance of LPMT evolution according to 
age showed that, statistically, the decrease in LP dimen-
sions is not significantly correlated to age. However, 
this may be the consequence of the same causes invoked 
in the case of BM thickness, namely the small number 
of cases and their distribution according to the 
independent variable. 

The fibro-hyaline “collar” 
Since the quite extensive documentation from the 

literature revealed no references to this particular type 
of morphological change, the idea of introducing a new 
objective in the investigation algorithm consisting of a 
systematic morphological and morphometrical analysis 
of this process in the LP called fibro-hyaline “collar” 
(F-Hy “C”) imposed itself as a major objective. Thus, as 
in the case of The BM and LP, the mean values for the 
thickness of this morphological alteration situated 
within the thickness of the LP immediately beneath the 
BM of the seminal epithelium, per tube, case and age 
group were determined. 

The average thickness of the F-Hy “C” varied. The 
evolution of the curves does not seem to suggest any 
correlation between age and the development of this 
amorphous barrier between the BM and the cellular and 
vascular layers of the LP. 

The comparison between the smallest and the 
highest mean values per age group revealed that their 
variation limits were narrower and the curves of the 
smallest and highest values respectively parallels the 
curve of the average values. 

As mentioned previously, the significance of the  
F-HyC MT according to age was established after 
applying the significance test for slope, denoted by  
“p F-HyC MT”. The determined value was p=0.73, 
showing that, statistically, the decrease in size of the  
F-Hy C cannot be significantly related to age. This 
result may be the consequence of the small number of 
cases and their distribution according to the independent 
variable. 

In terms of electron microscopy, the differentiation 
according to age was more nuanced in the sense that in 
elders, the assembly of the three components of the 
tubular wall was dominated by collagen fibers and the 
BM matrix and, to a lesser extent, by fibroblasts, 
compared to the more fibroblast-rich structure seen in 
the middle age. 

There is an obvious correlation between the age of 
the patient and the thickness of the seminiferous tubule 
walls. 

 Conclusions 

Our results showed both on light and electron 
microscopy that BM thickness is apparently decreasing 
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with ageing whereas LP presents extremely variable 
degenerative changes, with a “mosaic”, focal distribu-
tion and no tendency to advance with ageing. 

The innermost layer of the LP in direct apposition to 
the BM is the site of a degenerative process involving 
the reticular fibrillary structures consisting of an 
increased number of collagen fibers rearranged in a 
fascicular pattern, focal condensation and even transfor-
mation into an amorphous hyaline material. However, 
all these alterations show diffuse extension neither in 
tubules nor in lobules and do not show any generalized 
tendency towards increasing with age, which is 
supported by the wide range of morphologic measure-
ments varying from total absence of these changes in 
some tubules to involvement of the entire tubule 
circumference. 

The extreme variability of both intensity and 
extension is also supported by the significance tests for 
slope and regression lines calculated for mean thick-
nesses of LP and HyC as well as for the HyC percentage 
in LP. 
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